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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The field of instructional technology hat received 

ranch interest from researcher® and authors in the field# 

of education and psychology. The impact of the "Space 

Age" upon teaching methods and procedures can be seen 

through the increased search for newer, wore effective 

methods of presenting materials to students., Additional 

interest has been aroused in the instruction of the basic 

processes of communication, so that the modern day student 

may be better able to gain an understanding of the more 

advanced technology of our tines. 

An acute problem in education is the increasing need 

for "quantity education" and "quality education." The 

activations underlying mass education have given impetus 

to searching for instructional methods which would give 

wide and efficient utilisation of materials presented to 

students. Of equal importance were the attempts to define 

and describe instructional methods which would serve to 

safeguard the quality of education through effective and 

meaningful development. 
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The Littea and Read Program (13) is a new attewpt to 

provide an effective method of learning which can be 

readily adaptable for instruction in the basic communi-

cative ©kills of listening and reading. The principles 

of learning and the psychological concepts underlying the 

development of this program were brought into perspective 

by research in throe main areas: the relationship between 

the communicative processem of listening and reading, pro-

gramed learning, and the development and use of language 

laboratories. 

The relationship between the two processes of listen* 

ing and reading has been of basics concern in investigations 

of these two communicative skills. Although reading has 

received most of the interest, efforts have been made in 

the area of discovering expedient and effective methods 

for listening instruction. Recently, because of common-

alities between these two receptive skills, it has been 

suggested that instruction between the two be integrated, 

permitting transfer from one to the other (2). Leaders 

in the field of reading discovered years ago that a child 

learned to read to the extent that he could bring experi-

ences and intelligent thought to the task at hand. A 

siwilar awakening has taken place only recently in the 



field of listening. Both listening and reading require 

that active thinking be applied to symbols heard and read. 

It is at this point that listening is distinguished from 

mere hearing and reading from mere seeing. "It is here 

that we discover the focal point to attack in helping 

children to listen better. Children need to toe assisted 

to use the proper technique for applying intelligence to 

that which is heard." (4, p. 175). Preceding studies have 

suggested that: (a) a listening improvement program de-

signed to improve reading abilities was especially effec-

tive for poor readers ( 3 ) j (b) most students benefited 

from listening instructions (l($j and (c) there was a need 

to parallel both listening and reading instruction so that 

they Blight be mutually reinforcing (1). 

Programed instruction has occupied a prominent posi-

tion in educational research and endeavor over the past 

five years. With its popularisation by Skinner (11), much 

effort has been spent in general discussion papers, pro-

graming experiments, and studies comparing conventional 

instructional material with programed material (12). 

Klaw (6) reported that approximately 5,000 commercially 

produced machines and programs were in use during 1963 

throughout our nation, and that more than 100 companies 



were engaged in the production of programs and 'machines. 

Having suraiaarized the existing information about programed 

instruction into a very excellent review, Silbernan stated, 

"If the extent of our understanding of the learning process 

were proportional to the rate of increase in article® on 

programed learning, most educational problems would be 

solved within the next decade**' (12, p. 179). 

The development and use of language laboratories in 

tLe nation was stimulated in part by increased public 

awareness for sound, adequate language instruction and 

the financial assistance sade available through the Na-

tional Defense Education Act of 1958 (5). Mathieu (7), 

following an intensive survey of the use of language 

laboratories, reported that in 1950 approximately 100 

colleges and universities had sow® kind of language-

laboratory facilities; however, in 1957 the number had 

increased to sixty-four installations in secondary schools 

and 240 installations in colleges and universities. In 

the same report, it was estimated that a ttaited States 

Office of Education survey in 1962 would reveal that more 

than 2,500 secondary schools would have sone kind of lan-

guage laboratory. Most proponents of the language labora-

tory have attributed its success to the methods and 
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material®, rather than the equipment itself (7). However, 

staunch advocates of the language laboratory technique 

felt that it could do ©ore than Just present programed 

material, and that it should be utilized in the presenta-

tion of materials in other instructional fields (3). 

The Listen and Read Program, utilising research find* 

ings in these three area# of instruction of listening and 

reading, programed learning, and language laboratories, 

appeared to be an effective means whereby instruction in 

the language arts program of the public schools wight be 

benefited. 

Statement of the Problem 

The purpose of this study was to coapars the effects 

of two methods of listening and reading instruction when 

used in the language arts program at the eighth-grade level 

as related to listening, reading, study skills, and English 

achievement. The following subprobleias were involved? 

1. To determine any significant differences in 

achievement gain with respect to listening, reading, study 

skills, and English improvement between an experimental 

group receiving programed material presented by the Listen 

and Read Program and a control group receiving instruction 

through the regular classroom program; and 



2. To determine any significant differences in 

achievement gain with respect to listening, reading» study 

skills and English improvement between high ability stu-

dent® and low ability students in the experimental and 

control groups. 

Hypotheses 

In light of the problem the following hypotheses were 

foraulated for this study: 

1. There will be a significant difference between 

the wean# of listening achievement gain ©f the two princi-

pal groups, with the experimental group tending to achieve 

mote than the control group. 

2. There will be a significant difference between 

the deans of listening achievement gain of high ability 

and low ability students,with low ability students tending 

to achieve ware than high ability students. 

3. There will be a significant difference between 

means of reading achievement gain of the two principal 

groups, with the experimental group tending to achieve 

more than the control group. 

4. There will be a significant difference between 

the weans of reading achievement gain of high ability and 
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lew ability students with low ability students tending to 

achieve more than high ability students. 

5. There will be a significant difference between 

mews of study skill achievement gain of the two principal 

groups with the experimental group tending to achieve more 

than the control group. 

6. There will be a significant difference between 

the means of study skill achievement gain of high ability 

and 1cm ability students tending to achieve wore than 

high ability students, 

7. There will be a significant difference between 

Means of English achievement gain of the two principal 

groups with the experimental group tending to achieve nore 

than the contol group. 

8. There will be a significant difference between 

the weans of English achievement gain of high ability and 

low ability students with low ability students tending to 

achieve more than high ability students. 

Significance of the Study 

School systeras have been concerned with empirical 

evidence to support the use of programs utilizing new 

methods and techniques of instruction. Not only will this 
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study add to the body of research in the area# of instruc-

tion in listening and reading, programed learning and the 

language laboratory, but it stay enable public school per-

sonnel to evaluate the effectiveness of a new wethod of 

instruction* 

The significance of this study was that it served to 

evaluate a relatively new method of listening and reading 

instruction in particular areas when integrated into a 

regular language arts program on the eighth-grade level* 

If no significant difference between the achievement 

of the experimental group, taking instruction by the Listen 

and Read Program, and the control group, talking instruction 

in the regular language arts program, is found, this study 

would suggest that the Listen and Read Program provided 

Methods of instruction comparable to those of regular class-

room instruction* 

If a significant difference between the achievement 

of the experimental group, taking instruction in the Listen 

and Read Program, and the control group, taking instruction 

in the regular language arts program, is found, this study 

would suggest the possibility of a more effective .method 

of instruction for use in school systems in their attempt 

to improve their language arts programs. 
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Definition of Term# 

For purpose of this study, the following} definitions 

of terra# were made. 

1. Listening Achievement Gain,--The amount of prog-

ress between pretest and posttest scores as measured by 

the Brown-CarIsen Listening Comprehension Teat, Forms Am-Bm. 

2. Reading Achievement Gain.--The amount of progress 

between pretest and posttest scores as measured by the 

California Achievement Test--1957 Edition Reading Section. 

Forms X-Y, 

3. Study Skill Achievement Gain.--The amount of prog-

ress between pretest and posttest score# a# measured by 

the California Achievement Teat—1957 Edition Language 

Section, Forma X-Y. 

4* Ability Student. — A student whose pretest 

score ranks in the upper 40 per cent of the distribution 

of scores for each of the two principal groups, as measured 

by the California Test of Mental Maturity. 

5. Low Ability Student.--A student whose pretest 

score ranks in the lower 40 per cent of the distribution 

of scores for each of the two principal groups, as measured 

by the California Test of Mental Maturity. 
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Limitations of the Study 

The result® of thi« study are limited in application 

to eighth-grade students of similar backgrounds and abili-

ties to those students involved in the experiment. 

Basic Assumptions 

The following basic assumptions were made relative 

t© this study. 

1. The teacher effect upon student'• achiev««ent be-

tween the two principal group® was equated by the use of 

two teachers in regular classroom instruction for the same 

number of students in either group. One teacher instructed 

four regular English classes, of which two were in the 

experimental group and two were in the control group. The 

other teacher instructed two regular English classes, ©f 

which one was in the experimental group and one was in the 

control group. 

2. The instruments used to measure student progress 

were valid for the purposes of this study, and their admin-

istration was in keeping with standardised procedures. 

3. Through the random assignment of classes to the 

experimental group and control group, there were no forces 

which would make any factors different for one group or the 

other. 
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The collection and treatment of data for this study 

will be reserved for Chapter III. In the following chap-

ter, the literature will be reviewed with respect to 

three areas; instruction in listening and reading, pro* 

gramed learning and the language laboratory. The evidence 

from these three fields will suggest the baitie principles 

underlying the development of the Liaten and Read Program, 
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CHAPTER II 

RELATED LITERATURE 

The basic concepts underlying the Listen and Read 

Program are derived from fields of instruction in listen* 

in© and reading, programed learning, and language labora-

tories. Pertinent research in each of these three areas 

will be examined in that order. 

Instruction in Listening and Reading 

Both listening and reading, as communicative skills, 

have been the subject of studies of the educative process. 

However, interest in the reading process has far exceeded 

interest in the listening process. This has been viewed 

with concern by writers in the field, who have stressed 

the point that equal efforts should be expended in examin-

ing the listening process. Anderson statedi 

The tragedy lies in the fact that only the eyes are 
trained. Except in isolated instances, virtually 
the only instruction in listening that children 
and young receive in the schools is the quite useless 
admonition to "pay attention" and to "listen Care-
fully." Listening, at all educational levels, has 
been the forgotten language art for generations (l,p.216) 

14 
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An increased interest in th@ nature of the listening 

process and in the best procedures for teaching efficient 

use of this process has marked the past few years. In 

1954, the Commission on the English Curriculum strongly 

emphasized the importance of listening training in the 

language art# programs of the public schools for the fol-

lowing reasons; (a) listening is the moat used of the 

arts of the language; (b) listening is often poorly donej 

and (c) listening habits my be greatly improved through 

training (34). These three reasons were supported by 

research. 

After a lengthy study of the communication skills 

of adults, Rankin (57) reported that on the average in 

America, 70 per cent of a "waking day" is spent in verbal 

communication. Of this verbal communication, he reported 

that 45 per cent was spent in listening, 30 per cent in 

speaking, 16 per cent in reading, and 9 per cent in writ-

ing. Nichols (50) found that the average person remembers 

only half of what he bears immediately after listening to 

someone talk, and two months later, he rem®mbers only 25 

per cent of what he heard. Nichols also--reported improve-

ment of 25 to 49 per cent in listening ability of students 

as a result of twelve weeks of listening training. 
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There were many studies to suggest that listening 

ability could b® improved through instruction. Pratt (55) 

found significant differences in listening achievement for 

forty sixth-grade students when five listening lessons 

were introduced at one week intervals to only twenty of 

the students* These'lessons included accuracy in observing 

details* listening for clues, following directions, seeing 

relationships between main ideas and supporting ideas, and 

asking inferences. Wagner (74) summarized the organised 

listening programs of eight separate school systems which 

had proven successful in teaching listening. Common methods 

found in the programs were the use of listening activities 

in the classrooB, questions and answers, and exercises in-

tended to influence the student's attitudes, goals and 

ideas concerning the meaningfulness of listening. A four-

day unit of listening instruction was presented to freshnan 

students at the University of Kansas. Following two days 

of lectures, one day of progress testing, and a final day 

of student analysis of personal listening problems, stu-

dents enrolled in the unit showed significant inproveaent 

over a control group (20). Needham (46) summarised the 

wain points of the successful listening program at Chico 

State College as follows; (a) stressing the importance of 
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mending and deceiving verbal symbols; (b) stressing listen-

ing a® a means of communication; (c) stimulating self 

evaluationi and (d) using the aural approach to the study 

of language. Nichols (49) advocated the following four 

items for inclusion in a successful varied program of 

listening training} (a) teacher-student discussion of 

listening skills? (b) the use of training kits and exer-

cises; (c) teacher workshops on listening; and (d) the use 

of not© taking. Other studies by Canfield {7), Hosey (25), 

Lewis (37), O'Connor (52), and Smith {70) have supported 

the effectiveness of a qualified teacher to develop listen-

ing ability with proper methods in the classroom. The 

evidence supporting the effectiveness of listening instruc-

tion led Anderson to states 

It is hoped that teachers at all levels will attack 
the problems devising effective means of teaching 
children, young people, and adults how to beetow® 
better listeners. This can be done only by experi-
menting with a variety of methods and objectively 
evaluating their effectiveness (1, p. 222). 

As efforts increased in providing adequate listening 

instruction, interest was also aroused concerning the 

similarities and differences between the two processes of 

listening and reading, and how both of these two receptive 

skills might be developed through the same instructional 
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program. Anderson felt that training in both skills could 

be provided sine© both were receiving ends of the comnuni-

cation process, both were assimilative skills, both were 

mean# of extending experiences, both were involved with 

language, the tame words were used in both# sentence pat-

terns were much alike in both, and both skills served the 

same purposes. Anderson also pointed out several differ-

ences. In listening the ear was the receiving organ, and 

in reading the eye was the receiving organ. In listening 

the speaker set the pace, and in reading the reader set 

the pace. It would follow then that in listening there 

was no reflective process, but in reading there was time 

for reflective processes. Listening was a socialized ac-

tivity and reading was more of a personaliated activity. 

In listening both the style of the speech and the person-

ality of the speaker affected the listener, whereas in 

reading the print on the page was rather impersonal (1). 

In separate analyses of the two different skills by 

different investigators, similarities were noted. In a 

factorial analysis of reading ability, Langsom (33) identi-

fied four significant areass (a) a verbal factor involving 

interpretation of ideas; (b) a perceptual factor involving 

facility in perceiving details (c) a word factor involving 
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fluency £«s witb tvorda; «k! (d) the of rei#-

tionabipa, es»csr«©d with logical organisation ®»d ael^cticm, 

in a fsototUl analyei* of listening ability, Br«*tt (5) 

sccureci fro© experts la the field a ccswuwi on five sig-

nificant ereasi (a) ability to ayntbeaiac the coqpocent 

porta of «|>©#efe to discover tsuiti idoaa; (b) ability to dis-

tinguish between mlmmt m4 Irrelevant} (o) ability to 

logical inferences about what is heard; (d) ability 

to oake fUll imk) of contextual skillsj and (S) ability to 

follow a fairly eooplex thouybt unit. 

After defining the tmtm "sliding'' aa bearing with in* 

t«Kf*etati«n *»4 comprehension, Caffrcy <6) i M l t i «i» 

relationship b#tw«j® listening and reading. It m ® found 

m m %ben auding ability in low, reading ability tend* to 

be low and when adding ability is high, reading ability is 

not predictable. It mm 1, toe, that ®fe« reading 

ability ia low, auding ability ia not prsdletatito and wbc?n 

reading ability ia high, auding ability ia aore likely to 

b« high. wep«an surv̂ ytHj eighty first grsders and seventy-

•i* eeoood grader a and found that 'a clot# relaticnahip 

exists between auditory discrimination and speech aocuracy 

©# srticulation • « . and • . . a relationship of isgxar* 

tenet- betteeen poor reeding ®dhi«v©8»tit and the auditory 
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discrimination ability" 75, p. 332). Having studied 690 

students in the intermediate grades and Junior high school, 

Russell reported that: (a) fifth-grade students learn 

wore from listening than from reading; (b) seventh-grade 

students learn equally well from listening ©r readingj 

and (c) ninth-grade student® learn more frocs reading than 

fron listening (61)» 

In an investigation of the relative merits of listen-

ing and reading comprehension for boys and girls of primary 

school age, intelligence tests were administered to 475 

subjects enrolled in nine primary schools in London, Eng-

land. On the basis of these scores, two equal groups were 

selected, one to receive instruction by listening and one 

by reading for a lesson and test, following which the 

methods for both groups were switched for a lesson and 

test. In cosqparing test results it was found that the 

correlations between auditory and visual tests with each 

other and with the results of the intelligence test was 

around ,80, and that there was a tendency for boys to do 

better than girls on oral testswith practical and scien-

tific content (29), 

In a more extensive survey, the listening and reading 

comprehension ability of fourth-and sixth-grade students 
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were compared with respect to difference# in mental agef 

grade level, difficulty of material, length of passage, 

and sex. Five hundred subjects located in four elementary 

schools in Macomb, Illinois, participated in the survey * 

The results of this study were reported by Haopleman (21) 

as follows? 

a. Sixth-grade students were superior to fourth 

grade students in both listening and reading comprehension. 

b. Listening comprehension was significantly superior 

to reading comprehension for fourth-grade and sixth-grade, 

boys and girls. 

c. Easy material was .more readily comprehended than 

hard material by fourth-and sixth-grade boys and girls. 

d. For both grades listening comprehension was sig-

nificantly greater than reading comprehension more so with 

easy material, than hard material. It appeared that if the 

material had been even more difficult, reading comprehen-

sion would have been superior to listening comprehension. 

e. Boys were superior to girls in comprehending the 

hard material. 

f. Varying the length of passages of story-type 

material produced no apparent differences in the ability 

to comprehend passages. 
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g. The length of passage did not appear to alter the 

relationship between listening and reading comprehension. 

h. An increase in mental age and, to a lesser extent, 

chronological age, decreases the difference between listen-

ing and reading comprehension. 

Larsen and Feder (36) investigated the relationship 

of listening and reading comprehension with respect to 

scholastic aptitude of college freshmen. At this level, 

they found that a group low in scholastic aptitude was 

about equal in reading and oral comprehension, and. the 

Median group showed some superiority in reading comprehen-

sion over listening comprehension. The top group showed 

significant superiority in reading comprehension. Students 

high in scholastic aptitude comprehended difficult material 

better by reading than listening, and easy material almost 

equally well by either method. Students of low scholastic 

aptitude did slightly better on listening to easy material. 

Nichols (48) presented excerpts fro® college lectures 

to 200 college freshnan and found that listening comprehen-

sion involved more factors than reading comprehension, in-

cluding intelligence, correct English usage, size of 

vocabulary, interest, physical fatigue of listener, and 
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audibility of the speaker, Pratt (55) reported a correla-

tion of .66 between listening ability and intelligence. 

Hollow (23) found a correlation of ,55 between listening 

and reading ability, and a correlation of .42 between 

listening and intelligence. 

Taylor (73) reported three basic differences between 

the processes of listening and reading. First, they dif-

fered in the manner in which the thought processes were 

invoked: in listening, by the spoken word and in reading, 

by the printed word. A second difference between listen-

ing and reading was the control of rate of proceeding: in 

listening, the rate was dependent upon the speaker? in 

reading, the individual proceeded at his own rate. A 

third difference was the amount of meaning which could 

be inferred from the two processes: in listening, the 

tone, phrasing and emphasis affected the listener5 in 

reading, the print itself had no personality. 

Having identified differences and similarities be-

tween listening and reading, relatively few efforts were 

found in the literature in which this knowledge was used 

to develop effective methods of instruction. Baker advo-

cated the teaching of listening as a functional part of 

conposition in the language arts program. 
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We have to face the fact that composition, oral 
and written# is our chief concern, Therefore, we 
can ill afford time and effort which doe# not con-
tribute directly to this end. Our Jab, then, is 
not to find out and emphasize the differences among 
communications skills; it is to strass their related-
ness and to show how they all can be used to contribute 
to an improvement of composition (2, p. 179). 

Baker gave four activities through which it would be 

possible to integrate listening instruction with the lan-

guage arts program. These were reading aloud, criticising 

speeches, learning elementary matters of style and keeping 

a language notebook of daily entries. 

Fumess (16) investigated the possibility of improving 

reading through listening comprehension and suggested four 

ways through which this could occur. The first was the 

usage of both reading and listening scores to determine 

students performing below capacity; that is, a high listen-

ing score should indicate higher ability. Secondly, was 

the meeting of individual differences by using oral methods 

with below average students. A third suggestion was that 

training in sight and listening vocabularies should go to-

gether. The final suggestion was that a low reading score 

might indicate compensation in a listening skill. 

It was proposed that the teaching of reading and lis-

tening might be easily integrated because the many "common-

alties" in the two skills. Dow (11) indicated that a 
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desirable transfer of training between the two 'processes 

would take place because a student's attention was directed 

toward desired similar ends ©lid because oaf common factor© 

in both areas. These common factors were: 

a. Problem of meaning in that both skills are con-

cerned with thought arousal. In both skills the person 

acts as a receiver to the stimulation of someone else's 

prepared symbols. 

b. Motivation, concentration, and set are necessary 

and. almost identical for both skills. 

c. Organization is an aid to under standing in both 

skills. 

d. Both skills require a purposefulnest on the part 

of the individual. 

e. Retention and recall are fundamental aspect® of 

both skills, 

f. Vocabulary is necessary to both skills, 

g. Tone and intent, such as irony, innuendo, or 

sarcasm, lead to better understanding if properly under* 

stood. 

h. Note making is an aid to memory in both skills. 

In one of the few studies dealing directly with the 

amount of transfer between listening training and reading 
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training, McKee (40) investigated the effect of extensive 

listening training upon development of reading ability, 

Twelve classes of 357 intermediate-grade student# were 

presented thirty lessons in listening instruction over a 

six-weeks period of time. Each lesson was approximately 

fifteen minutes each. Progress was measured in terras of 

reading achievement. It was found that training in lis-

tening had a significant effect upon the ability to read, 

but that it was not adequate in itself for that purpose. 

Erickson (13) investigated the integration of listen-

ing and reading instruction by developing eighteen listen-

ing training exercises in which reading improvement was 

used. In a study of 260 college freshmen, 130 of the 

students were given one lecture and the eighteen listening 

training exercises over a twelve-week period while 130 

students served as a control group. The group of students 

receiving the listening training exercises achieved sig-

nificantly higher in both listening and reading ability. 

It was concluded that listening comprehension could be 

significantly improved when reading improvement material 

was used in the listening training, and that lower ability 

students made more progress than the higher ability students 
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ill both areas. It was also suggested that the use of 

recordings might be an effective method of presenting the 

lessons. 

In summary, the preceding review of the literature 

suggested the following tentative statement® concerning 

instruction in listening and reading: 

1. Although both listening and reading are receptive 

«kill« and more or less passive in nature, effective in-

struction will lead to their improvement. 

2. Although not definitely described# there exists 

a relationship between listening ability and reading abil-

ity which follows these general lines: 

a. Through the primary and early intermediate 

grades, listening comprehension is usually superior to 

reading comprehension. 

b. Around the seventh-grade level, both listen-

ing and reading comprehension are about equal* 

c. From high school on into adulthood, reading 

comprehension is usually superior to listening comprehen-

sion. 

d. With easy material, listening comprehension 

is more effective, and with hard material, reading compre-

hension is more effective. 
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e, Mith lcm mental ability students, listening 

eoapr«b€n«ioQ is sup«?rior, and with high aental ability 

students, reading comprehension is superior. 

3. Although there are dif/erencea between the two 

skills o* listening and *«adin#, there are winy mx& 

similarities which suggest that training in both skills 

ahould be presented together so as to be actually reinforc-

ing v one to the oth«r. 

Pjf©6rai«wi Learning 

Programed l«arni»g has been the object of a great 

asny studies in the last decade. Early work in this area 

was done by Fressey in developing and appraising a device 

which pewid^d automatic scoring of obj««tive 

teats with concomitant self-instruction, or "as a student 

answered each qoettioe, that answer was iwsediately and 

automatically scored and recorded as right or wrong" (SO, 

p. 41?). the device developed had two basic purposes— 

to in/ore inoediately, and to locate areas of weakness. 

The theoretical assumption nade was that "other things 

being equal, the response which has been nade the nest 

often and nest recently is nost likely to be Mdc 

again" <56, p. 416). A punchboard was developed which 
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fit under a student's answer sheet and let the student 

know the value ©f his answer immediately and also kept a 

record of the wrong responses wade by the student» To 

evaluate this device, thirteen section# of college stu-

dent# enrolled in educational psychology were given poet* 

tests. Four sections used practice tests with the punchboard, 

two section® used the practice test alone and discussed 

teat results with the instructor, and seven section® had 

only the regular lecture# in the course. On post tests ad* 

ainistered eight weeks later to all thirteen sections, it 

was found that the groups using the punchboard scored sig-

nificantly higher than the other groups not using the 

punchboard. It was concluded that a systemtic program 

of self-instruction, in which a student was informed of 

errors and guided in the right solution in a single simul-

taneous process, led to substantial gains in learning (56). 

The underlying principles of programed learning which 

have received roost of the attention in the literature were 

active participation, feedback, reinforcement and individual 

rates (14). Studies concerned with these principles were 

reviewed in four oain areas: the response mode, eliciting 

the desired response, adaption to individual differences 

and comparisons with conventional instruction. 
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The response mode alternatives were generally between 

a constructed response and a multiple choice response and 

between the ©vert and covert responses* Skinner .maintained 

'that the constructed response was better than the multiple-

choice response since the purpose of teaching was t© develop 

recall rather than recognition. Pilling in the blank re-

quired that a student read carefully the statenant and "wily 

those parts of an item which must be read to correctly com-

plete a blank can be safely assumed to be learned" (69,p.974). 

Borg and Crogun investigated the effectiveness of the 

Skinner-type teaching machine with constructed responses, 

the achievement of fifty-one college students taking a 

course in General Psychology and using this machine con-

pared with fifty-two students in the same class who studied 

the sane course content in the same amount of tine, not 

using the machine. It was found that students using the 

programed material made significantly greater gains. It 

was further concluded that "the machine partially compen-

sates for low verbal ability and poor study habits" (3, 

p* 369). 

In a comprehensive studyp Coulson and Silberraan (10) 

compared the results of three variable® in programed mate-

rial: the response mode (multiple-choice vs. constructed)t 
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the size of step {small step vs. large step), and the type 

of iten sequence control (branching vs. nonbranching). 

The subjects for the experiment were 104 junior college 

students enrolled in beginning psychology classes at 

Santa Monica City College, Eighty of these subjects formed 

the experimental group and were so arranged that the three 

variables under investigation could be presented in the 

eight possible combinations to eight groups of ten each. 

Achievement was measured over a three-week period by pre-

tests and posttests and significant differences were found 

in favor of the experimental group. No differences in 

achievement were found among the eight experimental groups 

using the different variables; however, it was found that 

the multiple-choice response mode took significantly less 

time than the constructed response mode, the small item 

steps yielded significantly higher test scares at the ex-

pense of more training time, and the branching conditions 

required less training time than the nonbranching sequence. 

Roe (58) and Zuckerman, Marshall, and Groesberg (76) also 

compared the two types of response mode and found no sig-

nificant differences. 

Another response-mode issue which received consider-

able attention was the overt vs. the covert response. The 
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necessity of the ©vert response was investigated by Silver-

wan and Alter (68). A lesson on basic electricity was 

presented to sixty undergraduat e s at Hew York University. 

Thirty membera of the experimental group simply read items 

with answers when presented sequentially by a te@oh.ing 

machine while thirty members of the control group were re-

quired to make constructed responses to the sane items. 

Both groups were tested immediately after completing the 

programs and no significant differences were found. 

K»islar (27) compared the achievement of 200 primary 

grade children in two schools using the overt and covert 

responses in a physical science program presented by a 

teaching machine over a three-week period. No significant 

differences were found between the two response modes. 

Goldbeck and Campbell conducted a study on the 

seventh-grade level in which response mode and response 

difficulty were compared. Sixty-three students comprised 

nine groups for the experiment. The three levels of dif-
\ 

ficulty were easy, intermediate and difficult, and the 

three response modes were overt, covert and reading. The 

program consisted of thirty«*five factual items on history 

and geography. The programs were completed by the subjects 

mailto:te@oh.ing
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in ©ue day and they were tested immediately upon completion* 

An analysis of covariance of test scores showed an inter* 

action between response mode and difficulty, with the overt 

group performing below the other groups at the easy level 

and above the other groups at the intermediate level. The 

reading group made the most efficient use of time spent (29). 

Other findings of no differences were reported by Shettel 

and Lindley (63) and Krumbolt* and Weisman (32)• 

The second area of research with programed instruc-

tion was concerned with eliciting the response. Findings 

in this area were somewhat consistent when dealing with 

the two methods of confirmation and prompting. In confirma-

tion the stimulus terra of a pair was presented, the answers 

were overtly written, and then the correct response term 

was presented. In prompting, both the stimulus term and 

the response term were presented together, and the subject 

practiced the response terra. Silberman, Melaragno and 

Coulson (66) conducted a study in which these two methods 

were compared. Forty-four junior college students were 

assigned to three groups; one group using the confirmation 

method, one group using the prompting method, and one group 

using the prompting method on a fixed sequence permitting 
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no review. A test consisting of twenty*three recall and 

twenty-eight multiple-choice questions was administered 

immediately following the learning situation. No signifi-

cant differences were found; however, the prompting group# 

took significantly less time than the confirnation group. 

Cooke and Spitser (9) investigated the methods of 

prompting and confirmation by testing four response con-

ditions in which thirty-five college males learned under 

each of the four conditions. Condition A was prompting 

with no overt practice. Condition B was confirmation with 

no overt practice. Condition C was prompting with overt 

practice. Condition D was confirmation with overt practice. 

In terras of the amount of learning, Condition A was beat 

and Condition D was the poorest. It was concluded that 

overt practice interfered with learning the response term 

and with connecting it with its proper stimulus, and that 

prompting was superior to confirmation. 

In comparing the two methods with 120 introductory 

psychology students, it wa® found that not only was prompt-

ing superior to confirmation, but that a consistently 

greater number of errors was produced through the confirma-

tion method (64). Koess and Zeaman (31), Silberman (67), 

Cook (8) and Melaragno (43) all reported prompting superior 
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to confirmation. Briggs (4) and Israel (26) also reported 

prompting superior over confirmation, but they further dis-

covered that as the learning progresses* smaller amount® 

of prompting were necessary. 

A third area of research investigated the adaptation 

of programs to individual differences, with special emphasis 

given to branching* pacing and repetition. Silberman (65) 

conducted a atudy in which three groups, seventeen subjects 

in each group, learned identical material in different 

types of programs: fixed-sequence, branching, and state-

ments arranged in paragraph form. No significant differ-

ences were found between the three methods. Using the sane 

subjects, two other methods were compared in which a 

computer-controlled teaching machine presented items in 

a sequence determined by the errors that were made during 

the interaction to one group while a fixed-sequence pro-

gram was presented to the other group. No significant 

differences in learning were found between the two types 

of presentation. 

Rothkopf (59) compared two methods of presenting 

material in a self-instruction device in which the pacing 

was altered. In Plan I the S-R card was eliminated from 

the schedule as soon as it was answered correctly, allowing 
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for differences in speed. In Plan II, the item was kept 

in the sequence a desired number of correct responses, 

and then dropped from the schedule. One hundred sirmen 

were divided into equal groups and pretest® and posttests 

were given to determine learning of paired-associates be-

tween a picture of a mechanical part and a letter of the 

alphabet. No significant differences in learning were 

found between the two methods. 

Skinner (69) suggested that different programs be 

designed to meet the different rates of fast and slew 

learners. However, Shay (62) reported no relationship 

between learning, X.Q., and stepsize and suggested one 

program for all levels of ability. 

The fourth area of research explored the comparisons 

of programed materials to conventional instruction. Studies 

have compared machines with programed textbooks as presen-

tation modes, and programed instruction with conventional 

classroom instruction. In a comparison of machine presen-

tation with programed textbooks, sixty-three Bell Telephone 

technicians were equally divided into two groups to study 

a course in basic electricity. One group received the 

material by machine and the other group received the ma-

terial by programed textbook. It was found that there 
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were no significant differences in master of the program 

subject natter, and that there was a time-saving feature 

connected with the use of programed textbooks (24). 

Goldstein and Gotkin (1©) summarized eight studies in 

the literature pertaining to the effectiveness of these 

two modes of presentation with identical findings? there 

were no differences in learning found between the two 

presentations, and generally# there was a savings of tine 

with the programed textbook. 

Several studies were concerned with the use ©f pro-

gramed instruction in the classroom. Smith and Quaken-

bush (71) studied the effects of programed instruction 

used t© present elementary raatheaatics in a special edu-

cation setting. During the 1959 school year, records were 

kept on the mathematical achievement of twenty-three spe-

cial education students using programed workbooks and 

.machines, and their progress was compared with records 

fro® a previous olass the preceding year. The mathemati-

cal teaching aids were kept in the roots and students were 

allowed to work with them when they desired, individually 

ox in groups. There was a significant improvement of the 

experimental class over the control class from the previous 
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year. It was concluded that the programed material® were 

useful in promoting acadenic achievement and better rooti* 

vation. 

Porter (54) reported that simple teaching machines 

were used on the teaching of spelling in experimental 

classes on the second-and sixth-grade level. In twenty-

two out of the normal thirty-four weeks of spelling in-

struction the machines were used by the experimental 

groups. On both levels, spelling achievement was sign if i* 

cantly superior for the experimental groups over control 

groups. However, in testing for novelty effect, early 

scores and later scores were compared and no differences 

were found. In another study by Rothkopf (60) programed 

self-instructional booklets were compared with unguided 

study in the acquisition of equivalences. Following pre-

sentation of material by these methods, no immediate 

differences were found, but 120 days later, test scores 

Indicated significant differences in retention between 

the methods, with the programed self-instructional book-

lets being superior. Other studies by Oakes (51) and 

Newman (47) found no significant differences in learning 

between programed instruction and conventional classroom 
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procedure#, but there was a trend for the programed materi-

als to produce better improvement. 

Following a survey of eighty experiments ©» programed 

instruction concerned with response mode, eliciting re* 

sponse, adaptation to individual difference®, and compari-

sons with conventional instruction, Silbernsn (65) observed 

that nonsignificant differences were the rule rather than 

the exception. The adequacy of testing was questioned. 

It was further noted that it was not uncommon to find 

very short programs, administered in one or two hours to 

small samples of highly motivated subjects viewing the 

program as a test, followed immediately by a hastily im-

provised quiz. Conflicting results were attributed to 

differences in study time or the relation of training 

task to the criterion task. Comparisons between studies 

were hindered because of difference® in programs, saaples 

of subjects, the criterion, and the condition# of adminis-

tration. 

In summary, the literature suggested the following 

statements concerning programed instruction: 

1. Generally, the covert response mode resulted in 

more efficient learning than the overt response mode, al» 

though neither mode produced superior learning. 
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2. Generally, prompting procedures were More effi-

cient than confirmation procedures, although neither pro-

duced superior learning. 

3. It appeared to make little difference as to the 

branching, pacing or amount of repetition involved in the 

programed instruction. 

4. Comparisons between programed and conventional 

instruction generally indicated that programs are at 

least as good as conventional procedures and certainly 

better than no instruction at all. 

Language Laboratories 

It was predicted in 1904 that the "phonograph would 

prove a valuable help in the hands of an able teacher" (30, 

p» 4). Phonographs with both cylinders and discs proved, 

useful in the teaching of pronunciation at the earliest 

stages and remained the language teacher*s most useful 

mechanical aid until the late 1940's. In the 1920•s a 

few foreign language departments established "phonetics 

laboratories,*' utilising recording and listening equipment, 

phonographs, dxctaphones and edxphones (30}• The language 

laboratory began a rapid development in the Army in World 

War II and continued to increase rapidly under the stimulus 
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of the National Defense Education Act oaf 1958 which pro-

vided matching fund*, research support, teacher training 

and institutes. Linguistics and electronic#, along, with 

the revolutionary work of Skinner and others in programed 

learning, have developed into an audio-lingual approach 

to programed learning which has found a ready place in 

the instructional programs of the nation's public schools* 

In 1962, a survey by the United States Office of Education 

predicted that more than 2,300 secondary schools and more 

than 700 colleges and universities would have sow® kind 

of language laboratory (39). Recent interests have inves-

tigated the applications of the audio and vocal response 

of the language laboratory to self-instructional programs 

to other disciplines and skills (45). 

Audio-visual aids were used quite successfully in the 

armed services for instructional purposes. Miles and 

Spain (44) reported that auditory devices, mostly wire 

and tape equipment, had been used successfully to teach 

Morse and voice code work, familiarity of equipwent, air-

traffic communication procedures, coakpit checkouts for 

pilots before and during flight, and in teaching foreign 

languages. In the Chinese language School at Yale Univer-

sity, seventeen instructors were required to train thirty 
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men, and the course equipped students in four Months with 

the equivalent of approximately four college years of a 

language course under normal conditions. However, in 

this situation a full day was spent in ©lass and record* 

ings could be taken home and studied at night. 

The public school® were fast to bring this new method 

of teaching into their instructional programs. Pickrel, 

Neidt, and Gibson reported that tape recordings used to 

teach Spanish to seventh-grade students in Westside 

Junior"Senior High School, Omaha, Nebraska, aided the 

regular classroom teacher not trained to speak Spanish 

to "teach conversational Spanish effectively when they 

back their teaching on tapes prepared by a Spanish spe-

cialist" (53, p. 93). Mead likewise reported that tape 

recordings could be a "good substitute until specialist 

teachers in the elementary school level can be trained 

in sufficient numbers" (42, p. 147). 

Larew and Lottes investigated the teaching of Spanish 

on the third-grade level by comparing the effects of a 

Spanish specialist and regular classroom teacher using 

tapes made by the Spanish specialist. Four classes were 

divided into two groups of thirty•seven each. One group 
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was taught Spanish exclusively 'by tape recordings with a 

regular classroom teacher , and the other group was taught 

Spanish by an exper ienced foreign language teacher. Over 

a five-week period identical waterial was presented in 

lessons to both groups. Comparison of achievement 

on vocabulary aad oomprehens ion and articulation found no 

significant differences at the completion of the programs. 

It was concluded that ait appear® that well prepared tape# 

are a good substitute in the early stages of teaching 

Spanish to children in the primary grades" (35, p. 202). 

the effect of two methods of responding in a language 

laboratory, oral and non-oral, was investigated on the 

kindergarten level by McNeil (41)* One hundred eighty-

eight subjects were randomly assigned to two groups. Each 

subject was placed in a language-laboratory type cubicle 

equipped with headphones through which was heard the taped 

commentary. A response panel was used by the non-oral 

group and a microphone to give the response was used by 

the oral group. The task of the study was to increase 

reading ability through word recall, word identification 

and word comprehension. Differences betwee pretest and 

posttest scores differed significantly in favor of the 
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oral responding group with reference to achievement in 

reading ability. 

Loder (38) studied aural learning with and without 

the speaker present using 449 pupils from seven Junior 

high schools located in various sections of Lincoln, 

Nebraska. The subjects were divided into two groups} 

Group I received lessons over a loudspeaker with the 

speaker himself not visible, and Group II received les-

son# directly from the speaker. Four lessons on narcotics 

were presented to tooth groups. No significant difference 

between amounts of retention of the two group® was found 

on immediate testing; however, there was a trend in favor 

of Group 1 on a test given forty-four day# later. 

Although not a primary purpose of the language labora* 

tory , it was discovered that student participation in 

these laboratories increased their ability to "aud"-~ 

described as the process of hearing, listening to, recog* 

niaing, and interpreting or comprehending spoken language 

(15). Heilman (22) developed and recorded six listening 

training records which were presented to 220 college 

freshmen at Michigan State University. When a comparison 

was made between the students using the records and 234 

students having no listening training, it was concluded 
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that: (a) listening ability improved significantly; 

<b) there was a transfer of training to situations not 

directly connected with the actual training experience; 

and (c) the students with lower listening ability achieved 

higher than the students with higher listening ability. 

Dow (12) also reported using tape recording® with 4,000 

students in Michigan State University in a successful 

listening program. 

Increased importance was placed upon type of program 

which would be most effective cm tapes. Stack (72) re* 

viewed the construction of successful programs put on 

tapes and summarised important characteristics as follows: 

a. A single tape should teach only a single new 

concept and should allow the student to drill at least 

twice on the concept; 

b. All tapes should have a standard format, or a 

consistent way of introducing and concluding each tape; and 

c. Each tape should have two phases***the teaching 

phase in which the instructional material is presented, 

and the testing phase in which the student finds out if 

the concept has been mastered. 

Stack further defined three types of drills recorded 

on tapes which had proved vastly superior to simple repeti-

tion drills: 
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a. The anticipation drill.—This exercise is composed 

of'four main parts: the student receiving the stimulus, 

the student reacting to the stimulus, the student hearing 

the correct answer for comparison, and the student repeat-

ing the correct answer. 

b« The narration drill.••-'This exercise is used to 

allow the student to repeat the simple, short present-

tense sentences in another tense. 

c. The exploded drill.--This exercise is the record-

ing of a foreign language by a native speaker in such a 

way that artificial pauses are provided for student repe-

tition. 

King (28) presented a comparative analysis of the 

language laboratory and the teaching machine in an effort 

to further realize the implications of the language labora-

tory impact upon teaching methods. The following factors 

were noted: 

a. Both are self-teaching; 

b. Both provide opportunity for students to progress 

in accordance with their own abilities and motivations; 

c. In both, the student's progress depends upon the 

solving of problems; 

d. Both utilise good programed materials; 
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e. Both nay be used to teach different subjects j 

f. The language laboratory uses audio presentation 

whereas the teaching machine uses visual presentation; 

g. Both create Motivation in students; and 

h. The language laboratory may be used either indi-

vidually or with a group whereas the teaching machine is 

used by the individual only. 

Following a lengthy survey of existing taped programs 

and their uses (while serving as Director of the Ford Foun-

dation Research Project on the use of tapes in the Second-

ary School), Gibson (17) issued the following point© in 

their favor; 

a. The teaching of larger groups; 

b. The spread of "good teaching" by expert® to more 

students; 

c. Saving the teacher from the fatigue of repetitionj 

d. Allowing a teacher to give instruction in a spe-

cialized area; 

e. The tapes and equipment are less expensive than 

textbooks; and 

f. Individual differences are met by catering to the 

accelerated and giving additional drill to the slow. 
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In siunaary of the literature reviewed in this area, 

it appeared that the language laboratory, properly equipped 

and programed, could be utilised as an effective means of 

instruction in the public schools. The over-all implica-

tion# of the review of the literature in the three areas 

of instruction in listening and reading, programed learning 

and the language laboratory suggested that there was a 

definite need for training in listening, that training in 

both listening and reading together would toe mutually re-

inforcing, and that the language laboratory situation 

would readily lend itself as a method of presenting pro-

gramed material in this area of instruction which would be 

both efficient and effective. 

In the following chapter, the subjects involved in 

the study and the Ligten and Read Program will be described, 

and .methods and procedures employed in the collection of 

data for this experiment will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER III 

SUBJECTS F mtm IALS mo PROCEDURES 

Subjects 

The 157 subjects involved in this study were enrolled 

in six regularly scheduled eighth-grade English classes in 

a suburban community located in North Central Texas* The 

city has a population of approximately 40,000. Many suc-

cessful businesses and industries provide n sound financial 

support for community projects and the public schools. 

Most of the people living in the community are employed 

in the local industries, with some commuting to a neighbor-

ing city for employment in the industrial complex there. 

The public school system is cooposed of three high 

schools, four junior high schools, and eleven elementary 

schools. This particular study was conducted in one of 

the junior high schools. Students enrolled in this junior 

high school were of urban backgrounds and representative 

of the middle socio-economic Glass. During the 1962*1963 

school year in which this study was conducted, the total 

enrollment for the school was 272 students in the seventh 

grade, 265 students in the eighth grade, and 225 students 

m 
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in the ninth grade. Strict homogeneous grouping has not 

been practiced in the school; however, for several year# 

on each grade level, the lower 10 per cent of the students 

received special remedial instruction, and the upper 10 

per cent of the students received special enrichment in-

struction. These percentages were approxistat ions and 

varied slightly Iron year to year based on teacher recom-

mendations and test performance. Subjects .for this experi-

ment were from the remaining 80 per cent of the students. 

Of the 157 original subjects, 128 participated in 

the experiment. Eight subjects who moved away during the 

school year, seventeen who were absent during the testing 

periods and one boy, a spastic confined to a wheel chair, 

were all eliminated from the study. At the end of the 

school year, complete records were obtained on 67 subjects 

in the experimental group and 64 subjects in the control 

group. Since the statistical treataent required equal 

numbers of subjects in both groups, three subjects from 

the experimental group were eliminated by using a table 

of random numbers (1, pp. 262-264), leaving 64 subjects 

in each group. In the experimental group, there were 30 

males and 34 females with an average age of IS.13 years, 

and in the control group there were 32 males and 32 females 
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with an avenge age of 13.33 year#. In a nx»pejiod daily 

schedule, the three experimental classes reported to Eng-

lish during periods 2, 5, and 6, and the three classes in 

the control group met English during periods 4, 5, and 6. 

Table I presents the means of intelligence and 

achievement of the two principal groups t as measured by 

th® pretest battery administered at the beginning of the 

school year. Although the means of both intelligence and 

TABLE X 

A COMPARISON OF INTELLIGENCE AND ACHIEVEMENT 
MEANS OF THE TWO PRINCIPAL GROUPS 

Group 
Intelli-
gence 

Study 
Skills Reading Listening La ngwage 

Experimental 

Control 

55.83 

57.67 

57.67 

61.19 

99.64 

101.95 

45.03 

45 „ 88 

76.05 

78.35 

achievement for the control group are souewhat higher than 

the experimental group, a t test revealed no significant 

differences between the two groups for any of the area®. 

Material® 

The Listen and Read Program was developed as a conse-

quence of research, findings in three areast instruction 
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in listening and reading programed learning, and the 

language laboratory. Thia program consisted of three raain 

elements2 (1) thirty tapes, (2) student workbooks, and 

(3) equipment for presentation, 

The tapes in the series covered topic® usually con-

sidered in developmental reading programs on the secondary 

level. Tapes I and 2 stressed the interrelationships of 

listening, reading and language. Tapes 3 through 10 pro-

vided exercises designed to increase understanding of 

words, sentences and paragraphs, and their use in express-

ing ideas. Tapes 11 through 19 dealt with the study skills, 

and the last group of tapes encouraged critical listening 

and reading and the enjoyment of many forms of literature (3). 

The tape titles were as follows: 

1. How Well Do You Listen? 

2. Listening and Heading 

3. Words and Your Senses 

4. Meeting New Words 

5. Unlocking Sentence Meaning 

6. Sentences - From Simple to Coaplex 

?. Using Signs and Signals in Reading 

8. Spotting Topics in Paragraphs 

9. Paragraph Keys 
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10. Following the Author's- Organization * -

11. Check Your Study Habits 

12. How to Study with SQ3R 

13. Underlining with a Purpose 

14. The Art of Note Making 

15. Outlining - Finding the Skeleton in Listening 

ami Reading 

16. The Language of Charts, Graphs, Map*, and Magraws 

17. Compressing Ideas by Abbreviating and Summarizing 

IS. Shifting Gears in Reading 

19. Skimming and Scanning 

20. The Reading Habit 

21. Reading Between the Lines 

22. The Power of Persuasion 

23. New® of" the Day 

24. Figurative Language 

25. Finding Viewpoints in Essays 

26. The Magic of Storytelling 

27. Looking into the Lives of Others * The Novel 

28. Biography - The Story of People 

29. The Play's the Thing 

30. The Sound of Poetry 
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This multilevel approach to instruction in both lis-

tening and reading was designed for use with students on 

all levels from junior high school through early college, 

and was based on the following premises (3)s 

1. Students in need of reading improvement can hear 

and comprehend through conversation patterns far more than 

they can read and comprehend; thus reading instruction 

given orally will be better understood and applied. 

2. Reading and listening are both parts of the com-

munication process, and it is advantageous to develop 

then simultaneously so that they can reinforce each other. 

3. Xhe combined use of tape and workbook permits 

immediate reinforcement at each step of the learning process. 

4. Listening instruction with headphones will produce 

an unparalleled attention level, shutting off distractions 

from the student. 

5. Improvement in vocabulary, comprehension, and or-

ganisation as a result of the listening experience will 

transfer directly to the reading process. 

The student workbook contained exercises and response 

pages for each tape, comprehension checks, correlated read-

ing material, and comprehension charts. One of these 

expendable workbooks was required for each student. 
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The equipment for presentation consisted of thirty 

headsets, a tape recorder, and four jack boxes, The tape 

recorder was used with a playback speed of 7| inches per 

second, and & push button stop*start playback to stop the 

recorder while students worked exercises in the workbooks 

at the proper tine. Following the completion of the ex* 

ercises, the tape recorder was restarted to give answers 

to the exercise just completed and to proceed with more 

instruction. From the output jack in the tape recorder, 

four jack boxes, each one capable of connecting eight sets 

of headphones, was connected in a series. These jack 

boxes were used to extend headphones to four library tables 

at which students could individually listen to a tape and 

work the corresponding exercise in the workbook. This ar-

rangement was installed in a classroom for one year and 

used as m "listening laboratory." 

Procedure for Collecting Data 

Since th« Listen and Read Program had never been 

used before in a research project, a pilot study was con-

ducted during the fall semester of the 1961-1962 school 

year in the sane school in which later study took place. 

Ten of the series of thirty tapes were played, to an 
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experimental group, while ten corresponding teacher lessons 

were presented to a control group. Both classes were 

under the direction of © teacher to be used'in the later 

study* Following an cight-week period, differences in 

gains of achievement between the groups were significantly 

higher for the experimental group. The pilot study served 

the following purposes; 

1* To ascertain the feasibility of the Listen and 

Program when integrated into an eighth-grade language 

arts program; 

2. To familiarise the participating teacher with 

preparing and delivering lessons identical in concepts 

and time to exercises on the tapes; 

3. To orient the participating teacher with the 

Listen and Read Program and its use; and 

4. To determine direction for the hypothesis of the 

later study. 

During the spring of 1062, arrangement® were made 

with the principal of the public junior high school to 

schedule regular English classes so that one teacher would 

have four classes and the other teacher would have two 

classes, all eligible to participate in the study. 0 f 
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the f o u r classes being i n s t r u c t e d by one teacher, two were 

selected f o r p a r t o f t h e e x p e r i m e n t a l group using a t a b l e 

o f random xmabers, and t h e regaining two c l a s s e s were a s -

s i g n e d t o t h e c o n t r o l g r o u p . Of the two c l a s s e s b e i n g 

instructed by t h e o t h e r teacher, one was s e l e c t e d f o r t h e 

o t h e r p a r t o f t h e experimental group using a table o f 

random nunbers, and the remaining class was assigned to 

the control group. The teacher instructing four classes 

had a Bachelor of Arts degree in English and fourteen 

years of teaching experience. The teacher instructing 

two classes had a Bachelor of Arts degree and a Master of 

Education degree and fifteen years of teaching experience. 

Both t e a c h e r s were reeoraraended by the principal a s be trig 

capable and corapetent. The data were collected in the 

following manner; 

1, During October, 1962, the Brown-Carlsen L i s t e n i n g 

Comprehension Test. Forw Am, the California Achievement 

*£•*» Read ing S e c t i o n and Language Section. Form X, 1957 

E d i t i o n , the Contemporary T t s t of S c h o l a s t i c Progress. 

Tmms S e r i e s, Test 3, Study Skills, and the C a l i f o r n i a 

Tost o f Menta l Maturity. Forays. 1957 E d i t i o n were admin* 

istered to the two principal groups to obtain pretest 

scores. These tests were administered i n a c l a s s r o o m 
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group situation during the regular class period by the 

classroom teacher over a two-week period of tine. Answers 

for each test were .Barked on separate answer sheets and 

scored on an IBM Test Scoring Machine, 

2. From October, 1962, until May* 1963, the first 

twenty»£iv@ tapes of the Listen and Read Procsrata were 

heard by the experimental group in the "listening labora-

tory*" After tape® 1 and 2 had bees played, no set se-

quence was followed. Tapes were used whenever the regular 

classroom instruction was related to a particular tape 

topic. The listening and working time for each tape was 

approximately thirty minutes. 

3. Froo October, 1962, until May, 1963, twenty-five 

teacher lessons including the same basic concepts in lis* 

tening, reading, study skill and language development as 

those found in the first twenty-five tapes of the Listen 

Program. were prepared and delivered by the 

teachers to the control group. The listening and working 

time for each teacher lesson was approximately thirty 

ainutes. T h e source of the exact content for each teacher 

is listed in the Appendix. 

4. During May, 1963, the Brown-Carlson Listening 
mi yiiimi itiiiiiii !i jjiiiniiifi iiiiiti)iiiiiiiiiii,if gpi iniiHitMfiffmiAiMiai niwwf>iw»iWMii<uiiwww<WiawiwwNwiwjm iw*?Wii»i 

» fPx'm ®o» t]hs California Achievement 
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test, 'Heading Section and Language Section, Form Y, 1957 

Edition and the Contemporary Test of Scholastic Progress, 

Texas Series, Teat 5, Study Skills, were administered to 

the two principal groups to obtain posttest ©cores. All 

tests were adminiatered sitsultaneously to both groups in 

the school cafeteria during one day. Answers for each 

teat were marked on separate answer sheets and scored on 

an IBM Test Scoring Machine. 

5. Pretest scores were subtracted from posttest 

score® on the eighteen criteria presented in the teats to 

deternine achievement in listening, reading, study skills 

and English. 

Procedure for Treating Data 

The pr©cedar® for treating data was the complex 

analysis of variance described by McNeoar (2t p. 296) as 

"double classification with wore than one score per cell," 

and followed these steps: 

1. Subjects in both groups were ranked from high to 

low according to their total score on the California Test 

of Mental Maturity. 

2. The middle twelve scores, approximately 20 per 

cent of each distribution, were removed to avoid contamination 
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in the classifying of students as either high ability or 

low ability. 

3. A two-by*two table for each of the eighteen 

variable® was prepared in which the experimental and con-

trol groups were represented in the coluwns , and the high 

ability and low ability students were represented in the 

rows. 

4. In each of the two-by-two tables, the SUBS of 

scores, sums of scores squared, and .means for each cell 

waa conputed. 

5. The suns of scores, sums of scores squared, and 

weans for the two columns and two rows were eorapwted and 

totaled. 

6. Using forwilas suggested by McNenar (2, p. 296) 

the variance estimate for rows, colusms, interaction, and 

within cells was conputed. 

?, Use F value® for row effect, column effect, and 

interaction wer©; computed to determine the level of signifi-

cance . 

The testability of the hypotheses of the study were 

tested in the following atanner: 
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1. Listening achievement data were treated in the 

above manner to test Hypothesis I and Hypothesis IX. 

2. Reading achievement data were treated in the 

above manner to test Hypothesis III and Hypothesis IV. 

3. Study Skill achievement data were treated in 

the above manner to test Hypothesis V and Hypothesis VI. 

4. English achievement data were treated in the 'above 

aanner to test Hypothesis VII and Hypothesis VIII. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

Results of the investigation will toe prevented ac-

cording to achievement gain® in listening, reading, study 

skill* and English, for high and. low ability students in 

the '©xperiaental and control groups. Both subtests and 

total teste were analysed, with the tenability of the 

hypotheses being determined by the total test analysis. 

The order of presentation will be the same as in the 

statements of the hypotheses. 

Results . 

it was stated in Hypothesis I that there would be a 

significant difference between laeane of listening achieve* 

®ent gain of the two principal groups with the experimental 

group tending to achieve store than the control group. 

The treatment of the five listening subtests and total 

listening gains by a complex analysis of variance is pre-

sented in Table II. Since an P ratio of 3.94 was required 

for significance at the .05 level and an F ratio of 6.90 

was required for significance at the .01 level, the two 

71 
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TABLE II 

EFFECT OF GROUPS, ABILITY9 AND THE INTERACTION 
OF TUB TWO m LISTENING ACHIEVEMENT 

Achieve* 
ment 

Source Sum of 
Scores df F 

Iwnediate 
Recall 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

13.16 
27.00 
10.47 

846.35 

1 
1 
1 

100 

1.56 
3.19 
1.24 

Total 896.9S 

Following 
Direc-
tions 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
Differences 

120.62 
4.65 

44,46 

1433,31 

1 
1 
1 

100 

8,42** 
.32 

3.10 

Total 1603.04 

Recognising 
Transi« 
tions 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

26.00 
1.36 
3.12 

316.38 

1 
1 

100 

8.22*# 
. 44 
.98 

Total 346.88 

Word 
Meanings 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

.24 
7.01 
.01 

3611.65 

1 
1 
1 

100 

,..06 
1.31 
.002 

Total 909,91 

Lecture 
Coof>re~ 
hension 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

.09 
39.47 

.24 

1014.73 

1 
1 
1 

100 

.008 
3.30 
.02 

Total 1048.53 

Total 
Listening 

Groups 
Ability 
• Interaction 
Individual 
difference# 

343.47 
336.24 
180.47 

5970.58 

1 ' 
1 
1 

100 

5.75* 
5.63* 
3.02 

Total 6890.76 

••Significant at better than the 
.OS level, 
,01 level, 
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subtests, Following Directions and Recognising Transitions, 

were found to be significant at better than the *01 level 

in favor of the experimental group. A variance between 

means of achievement for the total listening was found at 

greater than the .OS level of significance, in favor of 

the experimental group# Hypothesis 1 was accepted. 

In testing Hypothesis II, that there would be a signifi-

cant difference between the means of listening achievement 

gain of high ability and low ability students with low 

ability students tending to achieve aore than high ability 

students, no significant variance for any of the subtests 

was found. However, all gains were in favor of the low 

ability students to such an extent that the F ratio of 5.63 

for total listening was significant at better than the .05 

level, allowing the acceptance of Hypothesis II, 

The tenability of Hypothesis III was deternined by 

the treatment of data in table III. The hypothesis stated 

that there would be a significant difference between means 

of reading achievement gain of the two principal groups 

with the experinental group tending to achieve wore than 

the control group. On the four subtests, no significant 

difference® were found in achievement gains on Vocabulary, 
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TABLE III 

EFFECT OP GROUPS, ABILITY, AND THE INTERACTION 
OP THE TWO ON READING ACHIEVEMENT 

Achievewent Source Sua of Scores ' df F 

Groups 44,46 1 . ,88 

Vocabulary 
Ability 960,15 1 19.88**< 

Vocabulary Interaction • • 1 * • 

Individual 
difference® 5041.54 100 

Total 6046,15 
Groups 48,47 1 8.39*» 

Following Ability 4.47 1 • 60 
Direction* Interaction 5.09 1 ,88 

Individual 
differences 577,73 100 

Total 634,76 
Groups 34,62 1 3.17 

Reference Ability 15,38 1 1.41 
Skill® Interaction 3,12 1 ,29 

Individual 
differences 1089.77 100 

Total 1142,89 

Groups 79.63 1 2.48 
Interpre- Ability 27.01 1 ,84 
tation Interaction 25.01 1 .78 

Individual 
differences 3216,19 100 

Total 3347,04 
Groups 819,85 1 6.75* 

Total Ability 1477,54 1 12.17*+ 
Reading Interaction 1.38 1 .01 Reading 

Individual 
differences 12141,08 100 

Total 14439,85 

•Significant at better than the ,05 'level. 

••Significant at better than the ,01 level. 

•••Significant at better than the .001 level. 
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Reference Skills or Interpretation. The F ratio of 8,39 

on the subtest,, Following Directions, indicated o variance 

of achievement gains at greater than the ,01 level of sig~ 

nificance. Hie difference between Beans of achievement 

for Total Reading was significant at better than the .05 

level, supportins Hypothesis III, 

It was predicted in Hypothesis IV that there would 

be a significant difference between means of reading 

achievement gain of high ability and low ability students 

with low ability students tending to achieve acre. An 

examination of Table III revealed that the achievement 

gains of the low ability students were significantly more 

than those of high ability students on the subtest, Vocabu-

lary and Total Reading. F ratios of 19.88 and 12.17, 

respectively, were significant at better than the .001 

level. Since these differences favored the low ability 

students, Hypothesis IV was accepted. 

The study skills data used to determine the validity 

of Hypothesis V and Hypothesis VI are found in Table IV. 

An inspection of the table revealed only a significant 

variance between achievement gains for the subtest, Graphic, 

in favor of the experimental group over the control group. 
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TABLE IV 

EFFECT OF GROUPS, ABILITY, AND THE INTERACTION 
OF THE TWO OK STUDY SKILL ACHIEVEMENT 

Achievement Source Sua of Scores df F 

Verbal 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

.04 

.35 
8.65 

3950.92 

1 
1 
1 

100 

.001 

.01 

.29 

Total 2959*96 

Graphic 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

347.12 
52.65 
.96 

5752.77 

1 
1 
1 

100 

6.03* 
.92 
.02 

Total 6133.50 

Total 
Study 
Skills 

Groups 
Ability 
interaction 
Individual 
differences 

354«46 
61.54 
15.38 

10365.08 

1 
1 
1 

100 

3.42 
.59 
.15 

Total 10796.46• m 
1 

•Significant at 'better than the *05 level. 

Other F ratios for the Verbal aubteat and Total Study 

Skills failed to reach significance, Both hypotheses# 

in which was predicted a difference between mean© of study 

skill achievement gain for the two principal group# and 

the hxgh and low ability atudenta t respectively f were re*» 

Jected, 
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It was stated in Hypothesis VII that there would be 

a significant difference between oeans of English achieve* 

stent gain of the two principal group* with the experimental 

group tending to achieve more than the control group. The 

treatment of English data is represented in Table V» An 

examination of this table disclosed that variance# between 

oeans of achievement gains for the two subtests, Punctua* 

tion and Word Usage, failed to reach significance. On the 

remaining subtests. Capitalization, differences in achieve* 

went gains were established at better than the .OS level 

of significance favoring the experitaental group* A sig-

nificant difference in Total English achievement in favor 

of the experimental group allowed the acceptance of Hy-

pothesis VII. 

In appraising the accuracy of Hypothesis VIII, that 

there would be a significant difference between the means 

of English achieveuent gain of high ability and low abil* 

ity students with the low ability students tending to 

achieve laore than high ability students, no significant 

variances were found on the subtests, Punctuation and Word 

Usage, as shown in Table V on the following page. In the 

regaining subtest. Capitalisation, significant achievement 
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TABLE V 

EFFECT OP GROUPS, ABILITY» AMD THE INTERACTION 
OP THE SWQ ON ENGLISH ACHIEVEMENT 

Achievement Source Sua of Scores at F 

Capitali-
sation 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

108.04 
77.88 
24.04 

1600.15 

i 
i 
i 

100 

6.75* 
4.67* 
1.30 

Total 1810.12 

Punctuation 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
.differences 

7.54 
''4*63 
13,62 

1366.54 

1 
1 
1 

100 

.55 

.34 
1.36 

Total 1397.35 

Word 
Usage 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

44.46 
71.12 
13.88 

1839.92 

1 
1 
1 

100 

2*42 
3.87 
.75 

Total 1969.38 

Total 
English 

Groups 
Ability 
Interaction 
Individual 
differences 

392.35 
22$.04 
9.8S 

• 5912.23 

1 
1 
1 

100 

6.64* 
3.86 
.17 

Total 6542.47 

•Significant at better than the .OS level. 
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gains for the low ability students were indicated. On the 

Total English achievement gains, differences failed to . 

reach significance and required the rejection of Hypoth-

esis ¥111, 

In summary , the results indicated that the experi* 

mental group shewed a statistically significant gain for 

eight of the eighteen variables, with no significant dif-

ference® favoring the control group. In listening, sig-

nificant variances were found in Following Directions, 

Recognising Transitions, and Total Listening. In reading, 

significant variances were found in Following Directions 

and Total Heading. In study skills, a significant variance 

was found in Graphic Interpretation. In English, signifi-

cant variances were found in Capitalisation and Total 

English. These findings led to the acceptance of hypoth-

eses one, three and seven and the rejection of hypothesis 

five* 

The results with respect to high and low ability 

students revealed that significant achievement gains 

favored the low ability students on four of the eighteen 

variables. No significant achievement for the high abil» 

ity students was found. Significant differences of achieve-

ment gains in favor of the low ability student were found 
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on Total Listening for listening. Vocabulary and Total 

Reading /or reading, and Capitalization for English* This 

evidence led to the acceptance of hypotheses two and four 

and the conclusion that there were significant difference# 

between the laeaus of listening and reading achievement 

gains of high ability stuueuts and low ability students 

with the low ability students tending to achieve more. 

Hypothesis six and eight were rejected in view of the fact 

that there were no significant differences between means 

of study skill and English achievement gains of high abil-

ity and low ability students. 

Discussion of Results 

Since this study employed the experimental-control 

group type of research design, the influence of what has 

been called the "Hawthorne Effect" was of importance. This 

was explained by Cook as follows: 

The Hawthorne effect is a phenomenon characterised 
by an awareness on the part of the subjeets of spe-
cial treatment created by artificial experimental 
conditions. This awareness becomes confounded with 

• the independent variable under study, with a subse-
quent facilitating effect on the dependent variable, 
thus leading to ambiguous results (1, p. 118). 

Two solutions have been proposed to control this ef-

fect. One solution was to abandon the experimental-control 
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group type of research design in favor of continuous obser-

vations or a single group cowparison. the other solution 

was to minimise or control a® winy of the external vari-

ables as possible by either hiding the fact that an experi-

ment is taking place or to let it be known and pay equal 

attention to both groups (1). 

The substitution of research designs in the first 

solution have merely produced new sources for the same 

effect. A more effective solution appeared to be with 

the second suggestion. This study employed a combination 

of the two approaches in the second solution. None of 

the subjects were told that an experiment was taking 

place. Classes, not individuals, were assigned to one 

of the groups without their knowledge. The "listening 

lab" was not new to the subjects since it had been used 

by other eighth-grade students the previous year in the 

pilot atudy. As much as possible, all things were made 

equal for both groups, except for the two methods of 

instruction. Teacher lessons were presented to control 

classes as special training designed to increase their 

listening and reading ability. Tapes in the Listen and 

i$a£ Program were presented to the experimental classes 

as special training designed to increase their listening 
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and reading ability# This presentation of something 

"special" to both groups was in keeping with the policy 

set forth by the Research Council (lt p. 122) in attempt* 

ing to control the Hawthorne effect. Consequently, the 

discussion of results is based on the assumption that 

differences in achievement gains were influenced very 

little by the Hawthorne effect. 

As previously stated in assumption one, the teacher 

effect upon student s' achievement between the two princi-

pal groups was equated by the use of two teachers with 

the same number of students in both groups. Therefore, 

any teaching qualities which affected achievement for one 

group also had the same opportunity to affect achievement 

in the other group. Although there was no apparent teacher 

M a e for or against the Listen and Read Program, the use 

Of two teachers tended to check the attitude of either 

teacher toward the taped exercises. It seemed reasonable 

to assume that differences in achievement gains were not 

the result of teacher effect. 

The differences in achievement between the experi-

mental and control groups appeared to be explained by the 

different methods of instruction. It was apparent that 

the methods and procedures of the Listen and Read Program 
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were wore effective in some areas than the teacher lessons 

and about equal in other areas. 

V«rious studies in the literature reported the ef-

fectiveness of the classroom teacher in presenting listen* 

it*g instruction in various areas. Nichols (18), Baker (2)„ 

Wagner (25) and Pratt (20) found evidence to support this 

ability of the classroom teacher. The listening data indi» 

cated that for the specific skills of wooed cleaning, lecture 

comprehension and immediate recall, there were no differ* 

ences in results between tape presentations and teacher 

lessons. The tape material on word meanings was very basic, 

and information concerning prefixes, suffixes and root 

words was presented Just as effectively in the classroom 

situation. Similar achievement in lecture comprehension 

for both groups may be explained by the similar conditions 

for teacher lectures. Although the taped exercises con-

cerned information helpful in lecture comprehension, the 

actual experience and practice in the classroom appeared 

t© be as effective. Immediate recall or memory ss measured 

by the test appeared to be more a function of ability than 

of learning. As suggested in the literature, this variable 

was not easily influenced by differing methods of instruct 

"fci-oix# 
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Significant gains in recognising transition# pointed 

to the ability of the Listen end Read Program to present 

an illusive concept clearly, and then provide exercises 

to reinforce the learning process. In the literature, 

Oakes (19), Newman (17) and Pressey (21) bad found that 

programed material was a more effective method than regu-

lar teacher lectures for instruction with certain variables. 

Classroom instruction to control students was adequate, but 

the situation did not lend itself readily to an instruc® 

tional process with immediate feedback. The step-by-step 

instruction of the taped exercises appeared to be an effec-

tive means through which to teach this skill. 

In the specific skill of following directions, sig-

nificant gains by the experimental group appeared to be 

the direct result of the two different methods of instruct 

tion. Control students received instruction in following 

directions, but this was limited. As Anderson (1) had 

pointed out, the teacher admonitions to "pay attention" or 

"follow closely" were the only reinforcements available in 

a classroom situation. Also in the classroom situation, 

students could ask for directions later or look to a neigh-

boring student for directions. The experimental students 

using the taped exercises had to listen carefully and read 
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carefully to keep up in the exercises and know what wa® 

expected of then next. There was practically no opportun-

ity to check with a neighbor or teacher. the combined 

use of the workbook exercises and tapes apparently rati* 

vated students to receive and follow instruction® indi-

vidually and correctly. The successful understanding and 

following of directions was constantly reinforced by the 

student's progress through the program. 

Total gains in listening achievement favored experi-

mental students* Previous studies suggested these gains 

were the result of participation in the "listening lab." 

Taylor (24) had predicted that the use of headphones would 

produce a high attention level which would be .more effective 

for following directions. Heilssan (13) and Ooitr (7) reported 

the successful use of tape recordings with college students 

in developing listening ability. Pulton (9) found that 

students participating in language laboratories in the 

learning of foreign languages also increased in ability 

to hear, listen, recognise, interpret and comprehend the 

spoken language. In this listening situation, actual prac-

tice in listening and the development of the listening 

skill in a simplified, but demanding situation, appeared 
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to develop the listening ear more effectively than' did 

listening instruction presented in the classroom* 

The reading data revealed that the Listen and Read 

Program was a sore effective means of instruction than 

teacher lesaons in the skills of following directions and 

total reading development. Reasons for significant differ-

ences between the two groups in following directions were 

discussed under listening data. Significant achievement 

by experimental students on this skill in both listening 

and reading testified strongly to the effectiveness of the 

taped exercises in developing a student1s ability to follow 

directions. Significant achievement in total reading de* 

velopaent was consistent with previous studies by MeKee (16) 

and Erickson (8) which found that listening training, utilis-

ing reading material, mm effective for improvement in both 

areas. Studies by Caffrey (4) and Hanrpleman (12) pointed 

out differences and likenesses between the two skills. 

Because of the many commonalties in both listening and 

reading, several writers—Anderson (1), Baker (2), Fumes® 

(10) and Dm (6)»»had suggested that listening and reading 

instruction presented together would be mutually reinforcing 

one to the other. Control students in the classroom received 
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the same concepts, .but this presentation did not have the 

multilevel qualities as the taped exercises. 

Nonsignificant differences of achievement between 

the two groups on the subtests vocabulary, reference 

skills and interpretation indicated that these specific 

skills were presented as effectively by the classroom 

teacher as the taped exercises. These skills were easy 

to define and include in prepared exercises for the class* 

room* The actual experience in these skills through 

classroom exercises appeared to be sufficient for their 

development. 

The study skills data indicated only one are© of 

superior instruction for the Listen and Read Program, the 

reading of graphic materials. Control students received 

instruction in thi* skill, but the concepts and variations 

involved in reading graphic materials were difficult to 

present meaningfully in a classroom situation. It was 

difficult for the teachers to ascertain the degree to 

which each individual student comprehended a concept. 

The students using the Listen and Kc-ad Program interpreted 

various kinds of graphic materials with explanations in 

how to read the material, immediate feedback as to the 
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worth of their efforts, and sore exercises to reinforce 

the learning. Stack. (23) had reported that successful 

instruction on tapes included a teaching ptiase which pre-

sented instruction, and a testing phase which let the 

student find out if the concept had been Mistered. In-

struction for this particular skill seemed especially 

suited for taped exercises with maps, charts, graphs and 

diagrams designed to develop basic concepts. 

There 'was apparently no difference in the effective-

nec« of methods for verbal and total study skill achieve-

ment. However, it appeared that significant achievement 

in following directions and ability in listening and 

reading tended to produce more achievement for the experi* 

mental students on the total study skill achievement# 

though not significantly. 

In the literature, Dow (6) and Baker (2) had proposed 

the integration of instruction for specific skills so that 

transfer of training might take place throughout the Eng-

lish program. The English data suggested that achievement 

in listening and reading by experimental students trans-

ferred directly into significant achievement in English 

development and contributed to an increase in the under-

standing of the basic skills in English, especially 
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capitalization. The high level of attention and immediate 

feedback provided by the tapes and exercises in sentence 

construction, outlining, signs in reading, note waking, 

surasariziag and organization seemed to be superior to the 

classroom lessons received by the control group. However, 

classroo® lessons and exercises appeared to be as effective 

as the taped exercises for development in punctuation and 

word usage. The explanation seeded to be that since regu-

lar classroom instruction covered quite extensively both 

skills in both groups, the extra tiae provided by the 

taped exercises and teacher lessons failed to produce 

significant difference in gains. 

In comparing significant achievement gains of high 

ability and low ability students, it was found that low 

ability students achieved wore in listening and reading 

but there was no significant difference of achievement 

between the two groups in study skills and Bnglish achieve-

went. Neither the taped exercises nor the teacher lessons 

dealt directly with skills in the two latter areas. Since 

both groups of students received the sane instruction in 

the regular language arts program, it appeared that taped 

exercises and teacher lessons were sinilar in effect in 

these areas. 
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The low ability students tended to achieve signifi-

cantly more in total listening and reading achievement 

gains* Although the gains in the subtests of these two 

tests were more for the low-ability students, the only 

significant achievement was in vocabulary in the reading 

test. It appeared that instruction in recognising word 

meanings, contextual clues and the use of words in general 

were basic concepts needed especially by the low-ability 

students, and that taped exercises offered a m e effective 

means of presenting this information than the teacher 

lessons. Whereas the low-ability student could be passed 

over easily in the usual classroom situation, the taped 

exercises give ample time and opportunity to develop this 

skill. 

The significant achievement gains in listening and 

reading by the low-ability students were in keeping with 

a Majority of the findings in the literature. Although 

Russell (22) found that listening and reading ability were 

about equal at the eighth-grade level, Hampleman (12) re-

ported that at this level listening was more effective 

than reading in comprehending easy material. Larsen and 

Peder (15) and Fumes® (10) discovered that students with 

low ability and low scholastic aptitude comprehended more 
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from aural instruction. After a study of the effects of 

using reading material in a listening training program 

with college freshmen, Erickson (8) concluded that loir-

ability students achieved significantly more in both 

listening and reading development. Borg and Crogun (3) 

found that programed learning compensated for low verbal 

ability and poor study habits. Gibson (11) reported that 

a strong point in favor of taped instruction in the second-

ary sehool was that it gave additional drill to the slow. 

King (14) reported similarly that taped instruction pro-* 

vided opportunity for students to progress in accordance 

with their a m abilities and motivations. 

In this particular experiment, the significant gains 

by the low-ability students seemed to be explained in part 

by the material included in the program itself. The ma-

terials and concepts were very basic, applying more directly 

to the needs of the low-ability students. Although these 

basic concepts served as good review for the high-ability 

students, they offered very little above the primary ac-

quisition of the skill. Another explanation for differ-

ences in achievement was multilevel presentation of materials 

by the taped exercises. Where*s the high-ability student 

was more likely to be developed equally in both listening 
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and reading, the low-ability student was likely to fee low 

in one ability or the other. In the multilevel presenta-

tion, a student lew in one ability but higher in the 

other ability could use the better developed ability to 

gain information and practice for use in developing the 

other ability. 

In this particular study, the use of the Listen and 

Read Program by the entire class favored the low-ability 

student. The length of pauses to complete exercises and 

the rate of proceeding into the program depended upon the 

slowest student. Consequently, the high-ability student 

spent some time waiting for the low-ability student. In 

« regular classroom situation, instruction proceeding at 

an average rate will nany times rush the low-ability stu-

dent or miss hla completely, The step-by-step instruction 

through crucial phases of learning at the rate required 

by the low-ability student seerced to be a factor in their 

significant achievement gains. 

la appraising the effectiveness of the Listen and 

S£Si between the two principal groups and between 

high-and low-ability students with respect to learning 

theory, significant achievement was measured and compared 

in terras of the acquisition of skills, and not with respect 
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t© the development of cognitive processes. Consequently, 

the results of tills study were not applicable to learning 

which involves the use of the higher cognitive processes, 

but the data did suggest an effective neans for instruc-

tion in basic skills, especially with low-ability students. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, conc lus ions and recommendations 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to compare the effec-

tiveness of two methods of listening and reading instruc-

t i o n l n a n e*9hth-grade language arts program. Achievement 

gains in listening, reading, study skill# and English were 

compared between low and high ability students in an ex* 

perioental group receiving instruction by the Listen and 

PMfd Program and low- and high-ability students in a control 

group receiving instruction from lessons presented by the 

classroom teacher. 

The hypotheses tested by this study were: 

1. There will be a significant difference between 

mrnmm of listening achievement gain of the two principal 

groups with the experimental group tending to achieve 

wore. 

2. There will be a significant difference between 

the means of listening achievement of high- and low-ability 

students with the low-ability students tending to achieve 

more. 

97 
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3. There will be a significant difference between 

means of reading achievement of the two principal groups 

with the experimental group tending to achieve sore. 

4. There will be a significant difference between 

weans of reading achievement gain of high and low ability 

student* with the low ability students tending to achieve 

wore, 

3. There will be a significant difference between 

tutsans of study skill achievement gain of the two principal 

group® with the ©Kperimental group tending to achieve more. 

6. There will be a significant difference between 

means of study skill achievement gain of high ability and 

low ability students with low ability students tending to 

achieve .more. 

7. There will be a significant difference between 

.means of English achievement gain of the two principal 

group# with the experimental group tending t© achieve 

jaore. 

®. There will be a significant difference between 

the mean® of English achievemeat gain ©f high ability and 

low ability students with the low ability students tending 

to achieve sore. 
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One hundred fifty-seven students enrolled in six 

regularly scheduled English classes were assigned by 

classes to one of two principal groups. Two teachers 

participated in the study. One teacher taught four 

classes, two experiwental and two control, and the other 

teacher taught two classes, one experimental and one con-

trol. 

During the 1962-1963 school year, students in the 

experimental group received listening and reading instruc-

tion through the Listen and Read Program during the English 

period. This instruction included the first twenty-five 

tapes of the thirty-tape series, and required approximately 

750 minutes of class tine during the entire year. Stu-

dents in the control group were presented with teacher 

lessons composed of the sane basic concepts as those found 

in the first twenty-five tapea in the listen and Head Pro-

gram* but differing with respect to actual Materials and 

node of presentation. These were presented during the 

English period and required approximately 750 minutes over 

the entire year. 

The California Test of Mental Maturity was used to 

determine high-ability and low-ability students in each of 
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the two principal group®. The Barown-Carlsen Listening 

Comprehension Test was used to measure listening achieve-

went. The California Achievement Test. Reading Section 

Language Section, was used to aeasure achievenent in 

reading and English. The Contemporary Test of Scholastic 

Progress. Study Skills, was used to measure study skill 

achievenent. Differences between pretest and posttest 

scores were used to determine achievement gains in the 

four areas. 

A complex analysis of variance treatment of achieve-

ment gains was used to test the significance of all hy-

potheses* In cosparing differences in achievenent gains 

between the two principal groups, hypotheses one, three 

and seven were accepted and hypothesis five was rejected. 

I n comparing differences in achieveoent gains between high 

ability and low ability students, hypotheses two and four 

were retained and hypotheses six and eight were rejected. 

Conclusions 

In view of th® results of the investigation and within 

the limitations of the study, the following conclusions 

appeared to be justified. 
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1. Ill general, the Listen and Head.Program was more 

«^fective than regular classr.oosi teacher lessons as a 

method for presenting instruction in listening and reading. 

More specifi«sallyt this .method was more effective in the 

areas of following directions and recognizing transitions. 

Both methods of presentation appeared equally effective 

for instruction in the specific areas of immediate recall, 

word meanings» lecture comprehension, vocabulary, reference 

skills and interpretstion. 

2. Generally, the Listen and Read Program and regu-

lar classrooa teacher lessons were equally effective in 

contributing to improvement in study skills, especially 

in the specific area of verbal skills. However„ the 

Listen and Read Program was more effective in the presen-

tation of instruction in the reading of graphic material. 

3. In general, the Listen and Read Program contributed 

significantly taore than the elaasroo® teacher lessons to 

achievement in basic English skills, especially capitalisa-

tion. Both .methods appeared to be equally effective for 

instruction in the specific skills of punctuation and word 

usage. 

4. Hie general conclusion sfroo the eotaparisoaa of 

achievement gains between the two groups using the two 
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different raethods of instruction was that the Lifters and 

Read PxoQram served as an effective adjunct to an eighth-

grade language arts prograo to produce significant achieve-

ment in listening comprehension, reading ability, following 

directions, recognizing transitions, reading graphic ma-

terial and capitalisation. 

5. In general, low-ability students profited signifi-

cantly more in listening and reading achievement than 

high-ability student# by receiving instruction through the 

Listen and Read Program. The taped exercises were espe-

cially effective in developing the reading vocabulary of 

the low-ability students. Both high- and low- ability 

students achieved equally on the specific skills of imme-

diate recall, following directions, recognizing transitions, 

word meanings, lecture comprehension, reference skills end 

interpretation; however, the tendency for low ability stu-

dents to achieve more in these specific areas, though not 

significantly, combined to produce significant achievement 

in general listening and reading ability. 

6* Both high-ability and low-ability students profited 

equally in study skills achievement and in the specific 

areas of verbal and graphic interpretation after receiving 

instruction through the Listen and Read Program. 
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7. In general* both high-ability and low-ability 

students had similar achievement in English development 

and in the specific skill® of punctuation and word usage. 

In the specific skill of capitalization, low-ability 

students profitted more from taped exercises than high-

ability students. 

8. The general conclusion from comparing the achieve-

ment of high-ability and low-ability students was that 

the Listen and Head Program. when used as an adjunct to 

the language arts program, was more effective for use 

with low-ability students for instruction in listening 

comprehension, reading ability, reading vocabulary and 

capitalization. 

Recommendations 

The evidence presented by this study suggested other 

areas for investigation. The following recommendations 

are Bade for future research in this area. 

1. Because of the uniqueness of each schoolv varying 

programs of instruction and differences in teachers and 

differences in students, more investigations with the 

Listen and Read Program should be instituted with more 
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subjects in raore schools on different grade levels to 

better understand it® advantages and disadvantages. 

2. Research should toe designed to study the effect 

of the Listen and Read Program for use in the classroom 

with smaller groups, using ability, interest and socio* 

Metric data a® criteria in grouping. 

$, Research should be designed to study the effect 

©f using listening and reading material ©ore challenging 

and beneficial to the higher ability students in the 

Listen and Read Program. 

4. Research should be designed t© study the possi-

bility of self-instruction in other subject natter fields 

made possible by presenting programed instruction in a 

language laboratory situation, with special emphasis being 

given to the response ®ode®, eliciting the responses* and 

adaptations to individual differences. 

5. Research should be designed to study the effec~ 

tiveneas of training regular classroom teachers to prepare 

taped exercises for use in daily clasarooa instruction, 

and the ways in which the teachers way best use tbea. 



APPENDIX 

COORDINATION' OF LISTEN AND READ 

TAPES AND TEACHER LESSONS 

I. Tape #1 - 'How Well Do You Listen" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 431, 432, Ex. 2, 
p, 432 

II. Tape #2 * "Listening and Reading" 

Teacher lesson * Warriner, pp. 433-441, Bx. 7, 
p. 437. (Relate these same 
principles to reading) 

III. Tape #3 - "Words and Your Senses" 

Teacher lesson - Neinan, "Beauty," p. 554, Ex. 
Kinds of Beauty 

IV. Tape- #4 » "Meeting New Words" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 398, 399, Bx. 1, 
p. 399; or Neiman, p. 253, Words 
in Context 

V. Tape #5 - "Unlocking Sentence Meaning" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 304*306, Ex. 7, 

p. 307 

VI. Tape #6 - "Sentences--Fro® Simple to Complex" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 297-299, Ex. 1, 

p. 299. 

VII. Tape #7 • "Using Signs and Signals in Reading" 

Teacher lesson - Neiman, pp. 561-543, emphasis on 
Key Words, p. 562, pick out the 
key words. 

lOS 
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VIII, Tape #8 - "Spotting Topic® in Paragraphs" 

Teacher lesson » Warriner, pp. 309-311, Ex, l, 
p. 311 

IX» Tape #9 - ''Paragraph Keys" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 313-316, Ex. 2# 

p. 314 

X, Tap© #10 * "Following the Author's Organisation" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 317-323, Est. S, 
p. 320 

XI, Tape #11 • "Check Your Study Habits" 

Teacher lesson - study skill® sheet; Chandler, 
"Successful Adjustment in Col-
lege," pp. 29-30. 

XII. Tape #12 - "How to Study with SQ3R" 

Teacher lesson - Neiaan, pp. 318-327, read Catch-
ing Important Details, p. 319 
Questions 1-4, p. 327, 

XIII. Tape #13 - "Underlining with a Purpose" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 375-377, discuss 
what should be underlined 

XIV. Tape #14 - "The Art of Note Making" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, pp. 369, 370, Ex. 4 
p. 374 ' 

XV# Tape #15 ** f!0ut lining1' 

Teacher lesson * Warriner, pp. 371-374, Ex. 4. 
p. 374, * 

X V I- T a p e # 1 6 " *-»0u.ge of charts, Graphs, Maps, 
and Diagraas" 
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•Teacher lesson - Warriner, lesson 266, pp. 445-
446; relate t© graphic presents* 
tion 

XVII, Tape #17 - "Compressing Ideas, Sutsraariicing" 

Teacher lesson - Vvarriner , pp. 363-366, Ex. 1, 

p. 365. 

XVIII. Tape #18 -"Shifting Gears in leading" 

XIX. Tape #19 » " Skimming and Scanning" 

Teacher lesson • Neiioan, pp. 156»171, read 
Choosing Your Reading Pace, 
p. 157, Checking Your Reading 
Pace# p. 171 (time on this les-
son should equal "both tapes 18 
and 19) 

XX. Tape #20 - "The Reading Habit" 

Teacher lesson » Neinan, "My World Has Wings," 
pp. 3-10. 

XXI• Tape #21 » "Reading Between the Liu®#" 

Teacher lesson - Neinan, Drawing Conclusions, 
p. 114, 123. 

XXII. Tape #22 ** "The Power of Persuasion" 

Teacher lesson <*• Neinan, pp. 199, The Language of 
Propaganda, and p. 236, Name-
Calling* 

XXIII. Tape #23 » "News o£ the Day" 

Teacher lesson - Warriner, lesson 25d, pp. 439-441, 
Ex.' 9, 10, 11; . . • • -

XXIV. Tape #24 • "Figurative Language" 
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Teacher lesson - Weimar*, Figures of Speech, 
p. 133, Personification, p. 523, 
Comparisons, p. 52©• 

XXV. Tape #25 - "Finding Viewpoints in Essay®" 

Teacher lesson - Neiman, pp. 507-511, read Point 
of an Article, p. 508, Questions 
If 2, 3, p. 511. 
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